Actual Fargo
is a city
bordering
Minnesota.
City of
Fargo
Road

THE
MOVIE

Increased cachet of
U of M economics
professors in general.

Increased interest in
economics courses
taught by U of M
professor Ed Coen, the
Coen brothers’ dad.

Economic
Incentives
Road

Right Tool
for the
Job Road
Duck
Stamp
Road

Marge’s husband
is jealous of actual
famous duck
stamp painters the
Hautman Brothers,
longtime friends
of the Coens.

Actual people are wowed
at the 2013 exhibit of the
Hautmans’ wildlife art at
Minnetonka Center for the
Arts. minnetonkaarts.org

Nucky is like
real gangster
Al Capone.

Buscemi plays
politiciangangster “Nucky”
Thompson on
HBO’s Boardwalk
Empire.

Capone
was in the
Chicago
Mafia.
Chicago has good
deep-dish pizza.

Ordering a
deep-dish pizza
from Di Noko’s
in Minneapolis.
dinokos.com
The making of a
documentary called
The Million Dollar Duck
about the Federal Duck
Stamp competition.
facebook.com/
themilliondollarduck

“Mmm,
Pizza”
Road

Steve
Buscemi
becomes a
household
name.

Marge’s husband
is a duck stamp
painter, which is an
actual thing.
Some U of M
profs win the
2013 Nobel Prize
in economics.

Untrue
Story
Road

If the show flops , well, art collector
Peter Remes is doing his part with the
Marge Gunderson photo on the back
of the building he owns on Eat Street,
home of Icehouse.icehousempls.com

As Seen
on TV
Road

The idea
for Fargo
madefor-TV
movie that
fizzled.

Fargo,
the new
TV show,
premieres
on FX this
month.

The new show has
a treasure of a
cast, including Billy
Bob Thornton, Bob
Odenkirk, Colin Hanks,
Adam Goldberg, and
Oliver Platt.

Bob
Odenkirk
wears a mad
bomber hat
on TV.
The bomber-style
hat’s status as a
hipster fashion
staple is secured
for years to come.

More actual
people pay
attention to
North Dakota.

Actual people find
actual treasure—
black gold—in the
Williston oil boom.

Surely, some other
famous people must
be from Fargo.

Chuck
Klosterman

North Dakota uses
Josh Duhamel to
promote tourism in
his home state.

In the movie, a cache
of cash is buried in a
snowbank.
In real life, a
depressed Japanese
woman comes to
Minnesota and is found
dead in a snowbank.

Woodchippers
are seen in a
new light.

Renewed interest
in the 1986
“Woodchipper
Murder” of Helle
Crafts by her husband
in Connecticut.

The actual
woodchipper from the
movie is on display at
the Fargo-Moorhead
visitor’s center.
fargomoorhead.org

Renewed interest in
woodchippers used in
actual and fictional
murders.

A statement by
police leads to
media reports that
the woman was
looking for the
fictional treasure
from the movie.

The art film
Kumiko: The
Treasure Hunter
is based on the
news reports.

The makers of Kumiko
do better than a cache
of cash: The movie’s a
hit at Sundance Film
Festival.

Kumiko makes the
film festival circuit,
including a likely Twin
Cities stop this month.
mspfilmfest.org

Can’t get enough
Fargo? Go to
mspmag.com/fargo
for more.

